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Modifications to Standards - Policy

• AIP Grant Assurance #34 Policies, Standards and Specifications
  - obligates a sponsor to comply with all applicable FAA standards and specifications for AIP and PFC approved projects.

• FAA Order 5300.1, Modification to Agency Airport Design, Construction and Equipment Standards
  - establishes the criteria for modifying a FAA standard or specification.
  - requires that all modifications to design and construction standards be approved by the FAA prior to incorporation into projects funded through AIP.
Modification to Standards

• Requests for Modifications to Construction Standards will not be approved after construction has occurred.

• Costs associated with unapproved construction modifications to FAA standards are automatically ineligible for AIP participation.

• If no FAA standard exists then AIP eligibility can be established in the modification to standards process.
Modifications to Standards

• There are three types of Modifications to Standards:
  – Design (Standards)
  – Construction (Methods & Material Specifications)
  – Equipment (Specifications)
Requests for modifications to standards must be submitted with MODIFICATIONS TO STANDARDS request form. See below ASO website for MOS templates.

http://www.faa.gov/airports/southern/engineering

MOS requests will be electronic in the near future. Web based application in the Airports GIS program.
Modification to Construction Standards

Modifications are only allowable in unique circumstances where:

✓ A clear need dictates the MOS.
✓ Will provide a product that will meet FAA acceptance criteria.
✓ The finished product will perform for its intended design life.
Modification to Construction Standards

- The Sponsor’s reason for the modification should address the following criteria:

  ✓ Does the proposed modification provide a level of performance equivalent to or greater than the FAA standard?

  ✓ Does the proposed modification provide a level of safety equivalent to or greater than the FAA standard?

  ✓ Does the use of the proposed modification result in an unreasonable increase in cost to the AIP when compared with using the FAA standard. (An exception to this rule is the application of life cycle analysis where the Sponsor can demonstrate the higher cost option is cost beneficial over the life of the finished product.)
Modification to Construction Standards

- A Sponsors justification for modifying a FAA standard must sufficiently explain why the modification is necessary.

- Sponsor’s preference or engineer’s discretion does not represent an adequate justification.

- If the Sponsor cannot make a compelling reason for why they cannot use the FAA standard, the FAA project manager has cause to reject the requested modification.
Modification to **Construction** Standards

- To request a modification to construction standards, the sponsor must:
  - Describe the proposed modification.
  - Discuss viable alternatives for accommodating the unique conditions.
  - Provide a justification for all proposed changes.
  - Provide documentation that supports the justification for the MOS request.
Pavement Related MOS

What to avoid when submitting a Pavement MOS?

- Submitter clearly does not understand the system/product being submitted; unclear of quality control/acceptance; etc. Lack of knowledge and/or unwillingness to obtain knowledge.
- Keep it simple and stick to the facts. Avoid personal opinions.
- “Excuses” – with no other substance
  It’s cheaper – It’s local - It’s green – It’s more time efficient
  Results in better product – based on contractor’s years of experience doing it “this way”
  It’s easier
Pavement Related MOS Approved Quickly

- In most cases approval will be Conditionally Approved

- Want/Need it Quick? As simple as “HELP US HELP YOU”

- Call/Email prior to sending
- Submit using the MOS Form with all applicable blocks filled out cleanly, clear, and precise.
- Submit with all applicable information and data needed therefore saving the time it would take us to find.

- Supporting information with a highlighted summary of changes
- Supporting test data
- Drawing/Sketch clearly indicating where and what
- A comparison Tabulation if MOS to use different material
- Test requirement in Standard
- Tests of material being submitted
Paving Standards – P 501

- Don’t ask for a MOS to use a side-form paver 3 days before the NTP!
Modification to Construction Standards – Use of State Standards

- The use of state material standards in lieu of FAA material standards does require the sponsor to submit a request for modification to FAA standards except when:

  - pavement design with gross weight of 30k lbs or less or
  - runway is less than 5,000ft and serves aircraft with gross weight of 60k lbs or less (note: 10 yr. grant condition and 20yr. ALP condition)
Modification to **Equipment** Standards

- Modification of standards for equipment such as ARFF vehicles, sweepers, snow plows, etc. should be justified and approved the same way as modification of construction standards.

- Bid the FAA spec!
Modification to Standards

Questions?